
 

 

 
  

Refilling Instructions 
  

Brother TN820 TN850 TN880 TN890 
 
1) Remove the two screws on the gear side cover as shown fig. 1.  Then 
remove the cover as shown in fig. 2. 
 
2) Remove the drive gears, reset gear, spring and fill hole plug shown in 
figs. 3 & 4.  A starter cartridge does not come with a reset gear.  If you are 
refilling a starter cartridge, you should have the refill kit that includes the 
reset gear kit so you can install it later. 
 
3) Dump out all of the old toner through the fill hole shown in fig.4.  This is 
waste toner and must be completely removed or it will adversely affect the 
print quality. 
 
4) Shake the toner bottle well to aerate and loosen the toner. Then remove 
the bottle cap and install the pouring spout and slowly pour in the new 
toner.  Because of the design of this cartridge, we strongly recommend 
that the entire bottle be used when the cartridge is refilled. 
 
5) Reinstall the fill hole plug, drive gears and reset gear in the reverse 
order you removed them in step 2.  If refilling a starter cartridge, replace 
the basic fill hole plug with the new one that came in the reset gear kit.  
When installing the reset gear, make sure it is in the correct position as 
shown in fig. 5.  If you don’t have a reset gear for the starter cartridge, you 
will not be able to get your printer to reset after reinstalling the refilled 
cartridge. 
 
6) Reinstall gear cover and screws. 
 
7) Gently shake the cartridge side to side to level the toner. Then reinstall 
it in the machine and run some test prints. 
 
Note: If the printer does not reset when you reinstall the refilled cartridge, 
then the reset gear was not properly positioned…try again. 
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